
If you are a part of the Defense Industrial Base, 
even as a subcontractor several layers down, 
you need help with CMMC. Use Compliance 
Manager to get your network in order and 
minimize your risk of failure before requesting 
certification from a 3PAO.

There are more than 300,000 businesses that 
are part of the DoD’s supply chain vying for the 
latest contracts. Don’t miss out on new contracts 
due to lack of CMMC compliance. 
Take advantage of the opportunity by helping 
yourself prep for, and remain compliant with, 
CMMC. You don’t need to be a CMMC expert 
with Compliance Manager!

Many organizations are required to meet multiple 
compliance standards and CMMC is just one of 
the many IT security and privacy standards that are 
included with the base Compliance Manager  
platform. Whether it is NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework, HIPAA, GDPR or your cyber liability 
insurance policy, Compliance Manager can  
help you achieve and maintain compliance  
across multiple standards.

Request a Demo today and discover the advantages of Compliance Manager -- the purpose-built 
compliance process automation platform for small to medium-size businesses.

The ultimate platform to help your 

organization prepare for, and maintain, 

compliance with the various 

cybersecurity standards required by the 

Department of Defense (DoD).

 COMPLIANCE MANAGER FOR CMMC

CMMC requires an independent Third-Party Assessment Organization (3PAO) to confirm that your organization meets the requirements of each CMMC 
Level. Compliance Manager’s built-in workflow automation engine walks you through the same steps that a third-party auditor will take to validate  
compliance with CMMC Levels 1-3 as well as NIST (SP) 800-171.

Compliance data is gathered through a combination of automated network and computer data collectors as well as structured worksheets that are  
dynamically built as you go, saving you hundreds of labor hours.

As you undergo the assessment process for each individual control at each CMMC Level, you can systematically (and in some cases, automatically) upload 
your supporting documentation to speed up the audit process.

For the 800-171 self-assessment, you will complete the DoD’s official scoresheet. Once completed and scored, Compliance Manager will generate the 
required System Security Plan (SSP) and Plan of Action & Milestones (POAM).

Compliance Manager for CMMC automatically generates several interim questionnaires and worksheets, including an auditor’s checklist, needed to complete 
your assessment. As a result, after you are certified, it is easier to regularly rerun your assessments and generate updated and prescriptive Treatment Plans to 
prove continuous compliance.

Prepare for Third-Party Audit

Generate Evidence of Compliance

Produce Required Reports

STAY AHEAD OF DOD REQUIREMENTS DON’T RISK LOSING CONTRACTS DUE TO 

NON-COMPLIANCE 

MEET MULTIPLE COMPLIANCE  
REQUIREMENTS WITH A SINGLE  
PLATFORM
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https://www.kaseya.com/products/compliance-manager/

